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an aran keening (review) - project muse - an aran keening, by andrew mcneillie, pp. . madison: university
of wisconsin press, .$ . yeats, the story goes, advised the young john millington synge to live for a time on the
aran islands. among the islanders, yeats believed, synge would transform himself more profoundly than he
could during a comparable listening for landfall : how silence and fear marginalized ... - eoghan Ó
gramhnaigh and andrew mcneillie, and that of the local poet máirtín Ó direáin, it considers the motives and
fears that led visitors and islanders to treat the music of aran as they did. winter moorings by andrew
mcneillie - airjordan-usstore - andrew mcneillie is the author of an aran keening (3.75 avg rating, 12
ratings, 3 reviews, published 2001), the diary, vol. 3 (4.41 avg rating, 346 ratin nevermore (oxford poets) by
mcneillie, andrew and a great selection of similar used, table of contents - bloomsburyreview - kathleen
cain 9 an aran keening by andrew mcneillie lori d. kranz 10 justice on earth: earthjustice and the people it has
served by tom turner l. peat o’neil the colors of nature: culture, identity, and the natural world edited by alison
h. deming & laurent e. savoy notes on contributors - euppublishing - andrew mcneillie is the author of an
aran keening (lilliput press, 2001). he is the founding editor of the magazine archipelago and runs the clutag
press. his sixth collection of poems winter moorings was published in february 2014. he is professor emeritus
at exeter university. religious revivals in britain and ireland, 1859-1905 (review) - religious revivals in
britain and ireland, 1859-1905 (review) paul a. townend new hibernia review, volume 6, number 3,
fómhar/autumn 2002, pp. 153-155 (review) published by center for irish studies at the university of st. thomas
doi: for additional information about this article norman ackroyd just be a poet - thefineartsociety andrew mcneillie is the author of an aran keening (2001) and the founding editor and publisher of archipelago
in the pages of which work by norman ackroyd is regularly reproduced. [ i ] also acutely of the story. as is my
own magazine archipelago to which ackroyd is major, regular contributor. feb single 2012 - william
cookson - andrew mcneillie ’s in mortal memory was published by carcanet in 2010. his most recent book of
poems is losers keepers , published by agenda editions, 2011. his memoir, once , appeared in 2009. other
books of his include the memoir an aran keening (2001) and the poetry collection, slower (carcanet, 2006). he
was interviewed oxford magazine no 294 (1) - warwick insite - andrew mcneillie andrew mcneillie is
professor of archipelagic studies at the university of exeter aran keening it’s funny how fast the heart wears
out. i’m not sure if it was the pain that wore me down. the way you kept pulling the tube out of your mouth. i
heard you screaming, and still i walked down the hospital corridor. there was a moment autumn events
2008 - digitalcollections.qub - andrew mcneillie thursday, 4 december 2008 lecture theatre g9, lanyon
north, qub at 7pm andrew mcneilliewas born in north wales in 1946. his collection of poems nevermore was
shortlisted for the 2000 forward prize for best first collection. his memoir of living on inishmore, an aran
keening, was published to great acclaim in 2002.
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